
We now have fi ve great people on our staff. New additions in April: Micah Sachs, Online 
Managing Editor, will work with Web Magazine Editor, Ronnie Friedland, to expand our 
content, make it more accessible, and distribute it more widely; and Amy Rovin, Community 

Connections Coordinator, will add more Jewish organizations, professionals 
and communities to our Connections In Your Area system, and help to 
connect people in interfaith relationships to them. 

Our budget has grown 41% to $537,000 for 2006. Responding to 
our Fall 2005 Expansion Plan, our longstanding 
institutional funders--the Walter & Elise Haas 

Fund, the Richard & Rhoda Goldman Fund, the Jacob and 
Hilda Blaustein Foundation, and Combined Jewish Philanthropies 

of Boston--have been joined by the Samuel Bronfman Foundation and the 
Children of Harvey and Lyn Meyerhoff Philanthropic Fund. 

We’re pleased to announce two new members of our Board of Directors: Kristin Hendler, 
from Boston, MA, a Harvard MBA working at Bain Consulting; and Steve Kris, from Denver, 
CO, a private investor who also serves on the boards of Stepping Stones to a Jewish Me and 
Denver’s Jewish Family Service.

New Readership, Resources, Organizations and Publicity

n A 70% increase in readership since April 2005 launch of our new website;
n Now more than 1,400 articles in our Archive;
n New Bar/Bat Mitzvah Ideas and Primer for Interfaith FamiliesBar/Bat Mitzvah Ideas and Primer for Interfaith FamiliesBar/Bat Mitzvah Ideas and Primer for Interfaith Famil

available for download;
n New Resource PagesNew Resource PagesNew  make all our content more accessible; Resource Pages make all our content more accessible; Resource Pages
n 330 organizations in our Connections In Your Area system;
n More than 70 newspapers nationwide picked up an Associated Press article

on the December holidays that featured us; and
n Extensive media coverage on our expressions of caution over new efforts by the 

Reform and Conservative movements to encourage conversion.

We’re Growing!
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We are hard at work on our mission:
empowering interfaith families to make 
Jewish choices and encouraging the Jewish 
community to welcome them.
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Heather Martin, Lisa Coltin of our partner Heather Martin, Lisa Coltin of our partner Heather Martin, Lisa Coltin of our partner Heather Martin, Lisa Coltin of our partner Heather Martin, Lisa Coltin of our partner 
Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner Darim Online, and Howard Brown of our partner 
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biennial

From Our Readers

“Your email newsletters are 
thoughtful and thought 
provoking, touching upon 
real issues. We’ve linked our 
synagogue web page to your 
site. I wish you continued 
luck, success, and strength 
in this important endeavor on 
behalf of the Jewish people.”
Rabbi Joel W (Conservative), 
October 20

“It has been really frustrating 
fi nding a rabbi to offi ciate 
the ceremony and you are 
the fi rst people who have 
given me some contacts.”
Debra A, March 28

“I am so happy to know we 
are not alone and there is a site 
like yours to turn to.”
Cassie H, May 16

“You have done a wonderful 
and positive thing for 
the Jewish community! You 
provide a terrifi c resource for 
all who are dealing with the 
complexities and challenges of 
interfaith marriages.”
Joyce M, May 31

“… an invaluable professional 
and personal resource.” 
Lila H (reporter for a Jewish 
newspaper), June 2

InterfaithFamily.com continues to offer an unparalleled resource for interfaith families 
exploring Jewish life. Our Archive now contains more than 1,400 articles. Our Web 
Magazine continues to address new topics, including an issue on the children of interfaith 
families at Jewish summer camps, and an issue on interfaith families and the Holocaust. 
We recently created another downloadable resource, Bar/Bat Mitzvah Ideas and Primer for 
Interfaith Families.

Our partnership with MyJewishLearning.com now involves links on each issue of our Web 
Magazine to relevant additional resources on MyJewishLearning.com, which will soon be 
linking a signifi cant number of its articles to related articles on InterfaithFamily.com. We 
have a new partnership with Darim Online, a leading provider of websites for synagogues and 
other Jewish organizations, to create an interfaith family “channel” for its clients featuring 
our content.

We are most excited about our new Resource Pages, organized by topic, that include ceremony  organized by topic, that include ceremony 
ideas, recommended articles, links to our article Archive, recommended books and websites ideas, recommended articles, links to our article Archive, recommended books and websites 
and helpful articles from MyJewishLearning.com. Visit and helpful articles from MyJewishLearning.com. Visit www.interfaithfamily.com/resources 
for the full list of available Resource Pages. And watch for our new blog written by interfaith . And watch for our new blog written by interfaith 
couples planning their weddings, coming soon.couples planning their weddings, coming soon.

Our Connections In Your Area system allows site visitors to take a “next step” toward Our Connections In Your Area system allows site visitors to take a “next step” toward 
welcoming organizations and events in their local Jewish communities. We now have 330 welcoming organizations and events in their local Jewish communities. We now have 330 
organizations listed in 100 communities--and they continue to report that newcomers say organizations listed in 100 communities--and they continue to report that newcomers say 
they found them on Connections In Your Area. We’d be glad to list your organization, or they found them on Connections In Your Area. We’d be glad to list your organization, or 
talk with you about creating a “community page” that allows users to learn, in one place, talk with you about creating a “community page” that allows users to learn, in one place, 
about all of the welcoming organizations where you live--email us at about all of the welcoming organizations where you live--email us at 
connections@interfaithfamily.com.

The InterfaithFamily.com Network Professionals Advisory Circle builds community among The InterfaithFamily.com Network Professionals Advisory Circle builds community among 
Jewish outreach professionals whose organizations are listed on Connections In Your Area. Jewish outreach professionals whose organizations are listed on Connections In Your Area. 
The Circle’s most recent quarterly telephone conference calls featured presentations by The Circle’s most recent quarterly telephone conference calls featured presentations by 
leading demographer Bruce Phillips and  outreach activist Rabbi Sam Gordon. To see the leading demographer Bruce Phillips and  outreach activist Rabbi Sam Gordon. To see the leading demographer Bruce Phillips and  outreach activist Rabbi Sam Gordon. To see the leading demographer Bruce Phillips and  outreach activist Rabbi Sam Gordon. To see the 
list of Circle members, go list of Circle members, go to www.interfaithfamily.com/PAC; if you’re interested in joining, ; if you’re interested in joining, ; if you’re interested in joining, ; if you’re interested in joining, ; if you’re interested in joining, ; if you’re interested in joining, ; if you’re interested in joining, 

email us at email us at connections@interfaithfamily.com.

Educating, Supporting and 
Connecting Interfaith Families 
to the Jewish Community



Let’s be clear: we at InterfaithFamily.com fully support 
anyone who chooses conversion…. We are delighted if 
our resources help anyone make this wonderful personal 
decision. But conversion is not our goal, nor should it be 
the goal of Jewish outreach…. To those interfaith families 
raising their children Jewish, we emphatically say “Dayenu”--
”it is enough.” As for Fishman and other signifi cant voices in 
the Jewish community whose antipathy to intermarriage 
is unmistakable, we have only this to say: Enough is enough.

We were in San Francisco in January to give our talk, The 
Seven Deadly--and Dead Wrong--Attitudes Jews Have About 
Intermarriage, at Congregation Emanu-El and to exhibit at 
Project Welcome’s Jewish wedding fair. We returned in April 
to speak at the 20th anniversary celebration of the San Francisco 
JCC’s pioneering Interfaith Connection. In May we exhibited 
at the Hillel Summit in Washington, DC. 

Finally, we want to thank the Samuel Bronfman Foundation for 
hosting a reception featuring InterfaithFamily.com at the Jewish 
Funders Network conference in Denver in April and for giving 
us the opportunity to advocate for the importance of outreach 
to that infl uential audience.

As always, we welcome your input--please email your thoughts
or suggestions to us at network@interfaithfamily.com.

The InterfaithFamily.com Network is the leading grass roots 
advocate for a Jewish community that is welcoming and 
inclusive of interfaith families--and we’ve been very busy.

In November, we made a presentation on the only panel at 
the United Jewish Communities General Assembly in Toronto 
that addressed outreach issues, then exhibited at the biennial 
conventions of the Reform movement in Houston and the 
Conservative movement in Boston.

After the conventions, there was signifi cant press coverage about 
both movements’ new efforts to encourage conversion. We 
were the leading voice expressing caution, with coverage in The 
Wall Street Journal, the Forward, the New York Jewish Week, and 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA) stories.

Our second annual December Holidays survey was the subject 
of extensive coverage in the secular press, including USA Today, 

, and an Associated Press story reprinted all over 
the country. The survey again confi rmed that participating in 
Christmas celebrations does not negatively impact the Jewish 
identity of children being raised Jewish by intermarried parents.

In April, the American Jewish Committee released a new 
study about converts by Sylvia Barack Fishman.We responded 
with a special Web Magazine issue on conversion and an 
editorial, Enough is Enough, criticizing the report’s suggestion 
that converts should be held to a higher standard of Jewish 
involvement:

Advocating for Inclusive Attitudes, 
Policies and Practices

Wall Street Journal
Jewish Telegraphic Agency (JTA) stories.
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of extensive coverage in the secular press, including 
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